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HIGH SCHOOL

WELCOME TO RADIANT LIFE

Hi! I’m Nicole.
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So what do I think about Radiant Life
Sunday school? I love it! Sunday school
used to just be something I did once
a week to see my friends. But now
something’s different. It means
something to me, you know? My
friends and I love getting to discuss things in class. I can see
how the Bible connects to my
daily life. Christianity’s really
starting to make sense to me.
In fact, I’m thinking about
being a children’s pastor after
Bible college. But whatever I do, I
know I’m going to make a difference. I learned that in Sunday
school. Take a look inside.
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RADIANT LIFE PHILOSOPHY
You’ll know your lessons are successful
when two things h appen—your students
gain Bible knowledge, and they let biblical
principles change their lives. With High
School you’ll …

ADAPT THE LESSON FOR YOUR CLASSROOM
No one knows your students like you do. That’s why
every High School lesson includes plenty of activities
so you can choose the best learning option to fit your
schedule and meet your students’ learning needs.

KEEP STUDENTS INVOLVED AND FOCUSED

SAVE VALUABLE PREP TIME
Time is valuable and you probably don’t have a lot to
spare. That’s why High School lessons are easy to use. The
clear objectives, lesson overview, and at-a-glance activity
options make prep time a snap. Plus, the lesson outline
format helps you move quickly and easily through the
four lesson steps as you teach. (See illustration.)

All your students want to enjoy class time, but how
much of the study do they remember? Research* shows
that students learn best in a variety of ways:
• Seeing (visual: 40%)

• Touching (tactual: 15–20%)

• Hearing (auditory: 20–30%)

• Moving (kinesthetic: 15–20%)

You’ll find High School lesson activities cover each of
these learning preferences, so you can include those
that appeal to your students’ needs.
* Resource: Teaching Students to Read Through Their Individual Learning Styles, Marie
Carbo, Rita Dunn, and Kenneth Dunn, Prentice-Hall, 1996, p. 13.

SEE YOUR STUDENTS’ LIVES CHANGED
Your goal is to help your students become more
Christlike. Our goal is the same. That’s why every
High School study includes a life-application objective
and activities. We want your students to discover that
becoming like Jesus runs deeper than avoiding punishment or seeking reward. It’s about choosing to do the
right thing because they love Jesus and want to follow
Him.

ALWAYS BIBLICALLY SOUND
High School lessons are firmly rooted in God’s Word—and they always will be! Plus, our unique Pentecostal approach
ensures that High School curriculum goes beyond the basics, allowing the Holy Spirit to make life-altering transformation.
THE TRINITY

COMMUNION

CHURCH AS BODY OF CHRIST

THE DEITY OF CHRIST

HOLY SPIRIT BAPTISM

MINISTRY

INSPIRATION OF SCRIPTURE

SALVATION

SPIRITUAL GIFTS

DIVINE HEALING

THE ONE TRUE GOD

WATER BAPTISM

SANCTIFICATION

THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST

We Believe…

Matthew 28:19
John 1:1

2 Timothy 3:16

Deuteronomy 6:4

Titus 3:5–7

Matthew 28:19

1 Corinthians 11:22–26
Acts 2:4

1 Corinthians 12:4–10, 28
Romans 12:1,2

Ephesians 4:11–16
Mark 16:15–20
Isaiah 53:4,5

1 Thessalonians 4:16,17

Because every student learns differently, High School
studies include multiple activity options that target
the four basic learning styles. That way, you can tailor
your lesson to meet the needs of your students. Here’s
how your students learn:

WHO YOU TEACH

SEEING

(visual)
Keisha likes to “see” her world. She enjoys
colors, contrast, posters, illustrations, and
videos, but gets bored when there are no
visuals.

HEARING

(auditory)
James “hears” his world. He responds well to
verbal interaction and enjoys being involved
in discussion and debate, but becomes bored
when he hears information he already knows.

TOUCHING

(tactual)
Sara likes to get in touch with her world. She
needs to feel good about new concepts and
learns best when she can manipulate objects
with her hands.

MOVING

(kinesthetic)
Jake loves to experience his world. He moves
a lot during class and enjoys p
 articipating in
active illustrations like dramas and hands-on
activities.

To download the complete Radiant Life Theme Chart, visit www.RadiantLife.org.
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SAMPLE TEACHER GUIDE LESSON
High School lessons are easy to follow.
Large, bold directives at the beginning of
each segment actually walk you through the
study at a glance. And our easy-to-follow
format will help you keep your place while
you teach the lesson.

We include the passages you’ll
use in class as well as extra
verses for additional study or
reference, so you won’t have to
go searching for the Scriptures
used in each lesson.

Teens like Nicole want to know what’s important, why it matters, and how to apply it. Every
lesson is structured around these three key
objectives to help you meet your students’
needs and apply the lesson to their lives.

Attention-grabbing openers
capture your students’ attention
from the beginning of the class.

Every lesson is based
on a foundational portion of Scripture.

The convenient, at-a-glance
Activities list will help
you make sure you have
all your supplies ready.

We intentionally include more
options than you can use in a
normal class period to ensure
our High School resources are
adaptable for a wide v ariety of
settings and learning styles.

Discuss sections give you a
topic for group c
 onsideration.
Your students will take more
from the lesson after a lively
dialogue on relevant issues.

MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU:
Before class read through
the options and choose
the ones best suited
to your students, time
constraints, and classroom setting. Remember,
anything labeled “option”
can be used or left out
without impacting the
lesson’s effectiveness.

Scripture taken from the HOLY BIBLE, INTERNATIONAL
VERSION ®. NIV® COPYRIGHT © 1973, 1978, 1984 by Biblica,
Inc.™ Used by permission. All rights reserved worldwide.
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Every Teacher Focus will familiarize
you with the lesson and how
it relates to your s tudents.
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SAMPLE TEACHER GUIDE LESSON

Explain paragraphs provide
the “meat” or teaching
portion of the lesson. This
allows you to teach concepts in your own words.

Background Info supplies
general commentary and
other useful information
for deeper study located in
handy sidebars strategically
placed next to the lesson.

Weekly High School
Spirit Student Guide stories tie to the day’s lesson.
Send this resource home
with teens for learning
throughout the week.
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Read lines give you the
biblical framework for
the lesson and tell you
exactly where to interject
the Scripture passages.

“

We got into a pretty interesting
debate on whether or not we should
help the people with “Will work for
food” signs. Jason said they’re just
gonna use the money for booze, but
I don’t know. I think Jesus
would call them “one of the
least of these.”

”

The Resource Item sidebar lets
you know at a glance which
activities use items from the
High School Resource Book.

Activity directives provide stepby-step instructions to help you
with various interactive options.

Questions and key statements
are printed in bold and are
followed by response hints or
commentary that specifically
address the issues. Even if
your s tudents aren’t inclined
to respond, asking the questions will still engage their
thinking in a deeper way. If
they don’t respond, remember to state the information
that follows the questions.

HELPFUL HINT: If you
don’t want to use the
questions, simply turn
them into statements
and summarize the information that follows.
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SAMPLE TEACHER GUIDE LESSON

“

Mr. Jackson had us read
the Student Guide story in
class. It was so amazing! I
mean, it’s normal to want to
try to save your own life, but
this guy actually went back to
help the other people still in
the burning plane. I wonder if
I would have been able to
do the same thing...

”

Teacher Hints, like this
reminder, draw out important points, give additional
lesson options, or provide
on-going training to make
your class the best ever.

Involve Them gives students
the opportunity to see how
they can apply biblical principles to everyday situations.
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“

I’m really excited about our class service project. We decided to bring stuff for the teen pregnancy center, the same one that helped my friend
Marissa last year when she had her baby. It’s hard
to believe Marissa’s a mom. But those people at
the Center really helped her. She’s doing a lot better. She’s even promised to come to church with
me the next Sunday she has off work. I can hardly
wait! And it’s so great my Sunday school class is
gonna help other girls just like Marissa.

”

We’ll help you bring the day’s
study home through summarizing the basic message,
reviewing the lesson objectives, and providing ministry
time so students apply the
principles to their lives. After
all, helping your teens gain
Bible knowledge and become
more like Christ is what
Sunday school is all about.

The Ask Yourself sidebar will
help you quickly evaluate
how well your students
understood the lesson.
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CLASSROOM RESOURCES
The High School Resource Book includes
worksheets, case studies, skits, and more to
enhance your lesson presentation.

“

I’m kind of a trivia buff, so I
love the Think.about.it handouts
we get in class. They always have
cool quotes, interesting facts, and
case studies that really make me
think. Some people think I’m crazy,
but I’m really interested in people
and their experiences. I learn from
them. And hopefully I don’t make
the same mistakes.

”

Corresponding with every lesson
is a two-sided, reproducible
handout for your students. Bible
Background lists all the Scripture
used in the lesson in one
convenient place. And Think.
about.it features case studies,
quotes, and interesting facts
relating directly to the
lesson theme.

BONUS BUY: Use this sheet in
class and then send it home
with every student for additional lesson reinforcement.

IDEA FILE: Create a quarterly contest, like memorizing all thirteen Bible verses
or bringing the most visitors
to Sunday school, and offer
a prize as incentive.
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STUDENT RESOURCES

TAKE FIVE PLUS

Getting teens into God’s Word is simple
with Take Five Plus.* This daily devotional
guides them through a life-long habit as
they journey through the Bible in a year.
Plus, your students will be inspired by art,
poetry, and photos created by their peers.

Fill-in-the-blank notetaking space helps
students follow along
with the lesson. And
InterAct topics enable
them to take their faith
to the world by giving
them topics to start
spiritual conversations
with family and friends.

*Published quarterly. Yearly subscriptions available.

Attention-grabbing stories (either
true or fictional) illustrate the
message of the daily devotional.

A ReAct section asks
thought-provoking
questions with creative
ways for students to
respond, so they can
explore their faith
throughout the week.

The High School Student
Guide gives teens
relevant examples of
how the lesson principles
translate into daily life.
Scripture is applied directly
to the student’s personal life.

Thought-provoking and introspective questions encourage
teens to be doers of God’s
Word, not just hearers.
Selected Scripture
keeps students on
track with reading the
Bible in one year.
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This short section
of Scripture provides the applicational basis of the
daily devotional.

Every devotional
gives students a
prayer emphasis
to teach them
the discipline of
daily prayer.
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